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Ground Crew meet at Wattisham.

Saturday 27th August. Tiger Ground crew who served at Wattisham met at the former 74 Squadron HAS site
to see Phantom FGR2 XT914/Z which is displayed by the Wattisham Station Heritage Museum. Joint markings
with 56 Squadron are applied to the Phantom to mark 56 as the ‘other’ Phantom squadron at Wattisham
alongside 74. Thanks to webmaster Tony Clay for facilitating the visit.
Our President Cliff Spink was there to meet groundcrew
from his time as OC 74, alongside Graeme ‘Black’
Robertson (Wattisham Station Commander 1985-87)
standing in front of Hunter XG194 (also in the HAS)
which was flown by Roger Topp, OC 111 Sqn when it was
the lead aircraft of the Black Arrows Display Team
when they performed the 22 aircraft loop at
Farnborough Air Show in July 1958.
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Farewells
John Atkinson died suddenly on 7th September.
He and his wife Patricia have been ever present
at reunions over the years and he will be much
missed. John was a Tiger from 1957 to 1959
flying Hunters from RAF Horsham St Faith. He
served in the RAF for 33 years, prior to 74 with
No 71 (Eagle) Squadron on Hunters, then
interestingly after 74 transferred to the
helicopter world with 230 Squadron (Whirlwinds
and Pumas), 110 Squadron (Whirlwinds), 33
Squadron (two tours on Pumas), the CFS
Helicopter Wing, the Sultan of Oman’s Air Force
(UH-1s) and 240 OCU (Pumas). Our thoughts are
very much with Patricia. RIP John.

Brian Tyrell who served as a Senior Aircraftsman on 74 between 1952 and 1958.
Squadron Leader Bob Turbin was a Lightning Tiger from Leuchars days who died on 19th May aged 84. David
Jones remembers Bob as he started flying training with him in 1956 on Course 5605 at RCAF Penhold in Canada.
I have recently been told that John Bradbrook died in October 2021 at the age of 90. John served with 74
from 1953 to 1958 as corporal in charge of the Instrument Section. He completed his basic and technical
training at Melksham in 1948 then was with 63 Squadron at Thorney Island in 1949, the same squadron when it
moved to Waterbeach in 1950, then 245 Squadron at Horsham St Faith: further technical training at Melksham
in 1952 preceded a return to Horsham St Faith and the Tigers for the remainder of his time in the RAF,
In Tiger News 77 we told the story of New Zealander Tiger Bill Warwick who celebrated his 100th birthday on
September 20th 2020. Sad to say on 17th May this year Bill passed away at the age of 101, a long life well led.

In Remembrance

27th August marked the 35th
Anniversary of the deaths of Ewan
Murdoch and Jerry Ogg who died
when ZE358 crashed near
Aberystwyth. Hayley, Ewan’s wife,
who now lives in Australia, came
across to the UK with her now
husband Greg to visit the memorial
at the crash site on the day.
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Before leaving for home, Hayley and Greg visited Manston to see ZE360 (below) which is as you know being
restored and will be dedicated to the memory of Ewan and Jerry. Here they met Tony Clay, who arranged
access to 360, and two members of the BPAG restoration team, Steve Pope and Peter Partridge. Bob and Angie
Cossey also travelled down to meet Hayley and Greg.

Kortrijk Memorial.
With thanks to Johny Recour.
In the latest issue of the Belgian
aviation magazine ‘RATE ONE’ there is an
article about a mural of a Spitfire on one
of the walls of the Flanders Aviation
Society near the airfield of Kortrijk
(known during the wartime years as
Courtrai).. The mural is the work of local
artist Dieter Ghekiere and shows a 74
Squadron aircraft, Spitfire Mk IX
PT770. to commemorate Tiger Trevor
Jackson who was killed on 22nd
September 1944 when shortly after
take-off from Courtrai (where 74 were
based at the time) he suffered an
engine failure and, trying to get back to
the airfield, attempted an emergency landing but undershot and hit the local church steeple. He was severely
burnt when his aircraft burst into flames on the ground. He died a few hours later in hospital. Trevor Jackson
was just 22 years old and is buried in the town cemetery of Kortrijk.
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There’s modelling and then there’s……….Part Two
Cast your mind back to Tiger News 79 (May 2021) and David Price wrote to tell us of a full-scale reproduction
made from timber framing and GRP skinning of a Spitfire Mk IX he was building. David has been in touch again
and says: “My 74 Squadron Spitfire, PV144 is nearly complete, as is the book about building her. I'm keen to
contact relatives of Tigers’ boss ‘Spud’ Hayter who flew the original aircraft. There seems to be only one public
photo of PV144 and I believe others may exist in private albums - possibly in New Zealand. To this end, would
anyone in the Association have contact with the relatives of Sqn Ldr Hayter? I've attached a couple of photos
of PV144 in her almost finished state………..”
Can anyone help? We’ll put an appeal out on the website as well..

I think we all agree this is one heck of an achievement! The intention is that the replica will be displayed in a
museum. David’s book How to Build a Spitfire will be published in due course.
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Lego Lightning
Also in Tiger News 79 there was a brief item about James Cherry who designs and builds large scale Lego
aircraft models. These are mostly in 1/15 scale and are displayed at Lego shows and aviation museums. James
has completed Lightning F.6 XR770 in 74 Squadron markings and it can be seen at the RAF Manston Museum.

I’ve also included two of the other Lego aircraft James has built.
See https://www.flickr.com/photos/129756902@N08/ for the full range of James’ remarkable Lego creations.
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Tengah Who’s Who.

When going through some paperwork looking for something else Jim Jolly came across this photograph (without
the names). Jim got in touch with Tony Ellender to see whether he could help - and he could! Names appended,
with a little help from Dave Roome who remembered the Christian name of Engineering Officer Pugh. Dave is
holding a chit box over Dave Carden’s head – apparently the latter had taken a chocolate bar from the fridge
without filling in his chit and Dave is reminding him by holding the box above his head! (Not bad remembering
that from 50+ years ago!) The civilian in the photo is a Bae/Ferranti rep.

Stan Greeves
When I
squadron
passed –
had with

was researching Tigers in the 1980s I was privileged and fortunate to be able to interview
members from the wartime years. Sadly that wouldn’t be possible now – too much time has
but I have kept a record of many of those interviews. Here is a record of the conversation I
Stan Greeves.

My flying career with the RAF started in 1941 at the Initial Training Wing at Newquay. On May 1st I was posted
to No 2 Elementary Flying Training School (EFTS) at Staverton where I trained on Tiger Moths, going solo
after 10¼ hours of instruction. All the successful pilots from the EFTS except three were posted to Canada
and the Canadian Training Scheme. I was one of the three and we were to stay on single engined aircraft and
were sent to No 8 FTS at Montrose where Miles Magisters were the training aircraft. By September 11th I had
progressed to the Hurricane and that is the date on which I made my first flight in one. Taking my Wings test
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on 21st September I qualified after 65 hours dual by day and 1½ by night and 66 hours solo by day and 2½ by
night. Having been promoted to Sergeant Pilot on October 1st, on the 5th I was posted to 57 OTU at Hawarden
on Spitfires. A year later whilst in the Middle East I was made Flight Sergeant and was then commissioned in
the field whilst with 145 Squadron, becoming a Pilot Officer. Subsequently I was promoted to Flying Officer
and my Flight Lieutenancy was confirmed while I was a POW in Stalag Luft 3.
I had been posted to 74 on December 10th 1941 when they were at Llanbedr and were working up on the
Spitfire Vb, although as I found out bad weather and low cloud were a constant limiting factor. Sqn Ldr
Matthews was the CO and Cannam and Saunders were the Flight Commanders. Other pilots included Fl Off
Winterbeek and Fl Off Bobby Laumans, both Belgians. Fl Off Ian Shand was a Rhodesian. Sgt ‘Minnie’ Rostant
was a Trinidadian and Sgts Ted Daley, Bob Stoddart and Harry Bastian were all Aussies.
I got off to a rather inauspicious start with the squadron when I fell out of the train as it was pulling into
Barmouth station! This had a direct effect on my first days with 74 and was to ensure that I was at home for
Christmas, for on my first flight on December 18 th, on which I was briefed to do circuits, landings and a cannon
test, I found I couldn’t depress the firing button. The MO diagnosed a broken thumb which I must admit had
been painful since falling out of the train.
Sgt Stuart was killed whilst doing a beat up of Llanbedr. A wing came off as he pulled out of a dive and started
a climbing roll. The young Canadian Sgt Brown flew into the river estuary at Barmouth from about 10,000 feet
at full bore: the engine buried itself 20 feet into the sand. This happened on a Sunday and the next evening a
number of 74’s groundcrew went into the Victoria Hotel in Llanbedr to have the usual drink in his memory when
a Welshman claimed Brown’s death was an Act of God as he shouldn’t have been flying on the Sabbath.
From Llanbedr the Tigers moved to Long Kesh in Northern Ireland in January 1942 then Atcham near
Shrewsbury in March. The squadron was next posted to the Middle East, the men sailing on the 10th April on the
SS Rangitata around the Cape of Good Hope and Spitfires for 74 on the P&O ship Sudan - but she hit a mine
and sank with the loss of all aircraft. From arrival in Egypt on 4 th June 1942 the Tigers were a squadron in
search of a home and aircraft to fly. Some pilots went to 73 Squadron at Geneifa, others to a Test Unit at
Helwan. With ground crew moving to Ramat David pilots then formed a joint 74/145 Squadron operating from
Idku until what remained of 74 Squadron broke away as El Alamein was getting underway and found itself at
Meherebad flying old Hurricanes for a while until new Spitfires arrived for them.
Stan recalled: With no replacement aircraft available because our Spits had been lost at sea, the CO (still
Peter Matthews), Flight Commanders and pilots were sent as attrition replacements to No 73 Night Fighter
Squadron for duties allied with the defence of the Suez Canal, although they were never disestablished from
74. This added to uncertainty about the future and led us to not being sure which unit we belonged to. I was
under the impression that I was still 74 having merely been seconded to 73. In fact I never did return to 74,
ultimately ending up with 145 Squadron. Matthews, although operating with 73, was still CO of the planeless
Tigers until he was made OC 145 Squadron when the Tigers moved on to Meherebad.

Sock it to me?

Some of you Phantom Tigers may already have some, but if you haven’t
here is a link to a website that sells Tiger themed socks. The latest must
have fashion item!

F-4 Phantom Socks - Heel Tread
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Tigers and the Western Front 1918.
Goldhangar or Rochford. Or both.
I always find it fascinating how new pieces of information come to light regarding 74 Squadron, especially from
World War One days. The same undoubtedly applies to many other RFC/RAF Squadrons where ongoing research
by committed individuals regularly discovers new documents. Ken Arnold is one such. He has been researching
the story of Lt Shoemaker, an American World War One pilot from his training in England to his crash and
death near Haucourt in France on October 5th 1918. He served with 74 Squadron from July to the end of
August 1918 when many Americans were reassigned to the 17th Aero Squadron, a United States Army Air
Service unit that had been badly mauled that August.
It has always been believed that when 74 first deployed to
the Western Front in March 1918 they flew from Rochford
to St Omer, but Ken has unearthed some information that
suggests they actually flew from Goldhangar, a few miles
from Maldon in Essex. It seems that Mick Mannock, A Flight
Commander (left), flew with his Flight to Goldhangar en
route to France. He wrote to a friend shortly afterwards:
“Our three days at Goldhangar were due to an air raid scare
but we neither saw nor heard any enemies there. Our brief
stay in this cheerless spot was enlivened the night before we
left by a little excitement caused by the great big chief of
the village, (the ‘Chief Special Constable’ for the area, Dr
Henry Salter - Ed.), who objected to the squadron singing
some of the renowned RFC songs in the Chequers Inn.”
It seems that Mannock resented Dr Salter’s intrusion and
offered to throw him out but gave him the alternative of
staying and accepting a drink. The good doctor probably
wisely chose the drink. The next day Mannock and his pilots,
some no doubt still hung over, left for France. It is unclear
whether B and C Flights were at Goldhangar too and if not it
was likely that it was they who flew from Rochford.
This could perhaps be regarded as a little bit of unimportant
and inconsequential information from 104 years ago, but in
the interests of completeness such things are essential if a
wholly accurate account of the squadron history is to be told.

Paddy Dalzell at War – from D Day to war’s end.
Paddy joined the squadron at Idku, Alexandria on 7th March 1944 after training in Rhodesia. His first operation
with them was searching for a German submarine on 23rd March. At the beginning of April the squadron
returned to England and were re-equipped with Spitfire IXs and started operations from Lympne in Kent.
During May until D Day they carried out sector recces, dive bombing, bomber top cover and convoy patrols with
top cover over the landings in Normandy.
After D Day on 10th June, whilst giving cover to Allied lines and in a turn over Caen, Paddy was Blue Four. Flying
below 1,000 feet his aircraft was hit by flak. He glided over the Allied front line and crash landed between
posts set up to stop gliders landing. It happened to be quite close to Johnny Johnson’s 144 (RCAF) Wing and
Paddy stayed with them for a few days before being taken to the beach-head and returned to England on an
American LST (Landing Ship, Tank). He was back flying with the Tigers on 15th June, again giving low cover for
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the front line, and continued operations until the beginning of July when the squadron moved to Tangmere
where the King and Queen and Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret visited them. Up to this time 74 were part of
134 Wing but then became part of 145 Wing, 2nd Tactical Air Force.
The
component
squadrons of 145 Wing
changed post D-Day
until
by
September
1944 it comprised 74,
340
(French),
341
(French), 345 (French)
and
485
(RNZAF)
Squadrons, humorously
displayed
in
this
cartoon
signed
and
dated 31 12 1944.

On 16th August W.O. Burman (right) was
shot down in flames. At the end of August
the squadron moved to Advanced Landing
Ground B8 Sommervieu near Bayeux, an
airfield which had only been completed in
late June.
Left above: the arrival of groundcrew
and equipment at Sommervieu August
1944. Below: Dispersal at Sommervieu
On 25th August Fl Off Parker was shot down and the next day Fl Off
Jackson went missing but returned to to 74 on 3rd September only to
crash into a church steeple whilst coming in to land on 29th
September (see page 3). On August 27th Sgt ‘Jock’ Malcolm (below)
was lost. He went through training and joined the squadron with
Paddy. He turned up again when the Canadians advanced past his
crashed Spitfire, still just alive. For a number of years afterwards
he was in a wheelchair in Wroughton hospital. He was a most cheerful
person and he and Paddy were great friends.
On 4th September 145 Wing began a series of moves as it followed the
ever-advancing front line when it moved to B29 at Bernay, then three days
later they were relocated to Lille and around the 14th were moved to B55 at
Courtrai in Belgium where they remained until the 25th November. During
this time they carried out mostly dive bombings (2 x 250lb bombs on each
aircraft) and strafing of specific gun emplacements, bridges, roads and
marshalling yards and railways. On the 25th November they were on the
move again, this time to B70 Duerne near Antwerp. Operations continued as
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before with the addition of intercepting V1 rockets. Paddy shot down three here to add to two when 74 were at
Lympne.

74 Squadron at B70 Duerne near Antwerp. Paddy Dalzell is in pretty much in the centre of the group as
the key indicates.
On New Year’s Day 1945, the Tigers were woken up by 109s and 190s screaming at roof top height across the
airfield, strafing as they went. But because of snow and ice the squadron were unable to get airborne after
them despite getting to their aircraft and starting engines. “It was just as well we didn’t get airborne”, says
Paddy, “as a second wave came across and would have caught us just as we were about to take off. I think this
was the final effort of the Luftwaffe with a large number of aircraft. I also think they were short of
ammunition as they had just attacked shipping in Antwerp’s harbour. On January 19th Paddy spotted three 109s
on Rheine airfield and with Pl Off Butler following they set two alight and damaged one. The flak was heavy but
the pair were lucky with only superficial damage.
One day at Duerne one of the squadron Spitfires returned with one of its 250 pounders hung up. When he
attempted to land, his aircraft stalled and he spun round on the runway. The aircraft following him applied full
power to climb over him but had insufficient flying speed with the result they crashed. A third aircraft tried to
land alongside on the grass but it was too soft and he crashed too. As this was all happening a squadron of
Typhoons returned, all very short of fuel and on trying to land three of them crashed as well! Despite the
mayhem only one pilot suffered any major injury - a broken arm.
Paddy continued: “Another thing I particularly remember about Duerne was that a great number of V1s and V2s
were targeted on Antwerp nearby and numerous rockets also landed on the airfield. One day I was returning
and when on my downwind leg of the circuit my Spitfire was suddenly hurled a few hundred feet upwards. When
I looked below a V2 had exploded a split second before. I had seen a flash of something off my starboard wing.
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Lucky again. On another day I was going with a colleague to the cinema in Antwerp but we were fifteen minutes
late for the film. When we arrived we couldn’t get near as a V1 or V2 had destroyed the cinema a few minutes
before. Once again the luck of the Irish.”
74 Squadron Spitfire LF XVIEs at
Schijndel dispersal next to the
railway
which
carried
guns
eastwards and POWs westwards.

74 moved to B85 Schijndel (photo above) in February and during the month they lost (left to right) Flt Lt
Hardman on the 2nd and Fl Off Carter and W.O. Butler on the 25th.
The squadron was equipped with under wing rockets as an
experiment while at Schijndel but they proved to be very
inaccurate and they were soon discontinued. 74 was in fact
the only rocket firing Spitfire squadron.
Left: a 60lb rocket under the wing of a Spitfire IX with
Paddy Dalzell checking his aircraft.
On March the 6th the squadron escorted Winston Churchill to
Northolt. During the month the Tigers were re-equipped with
Packard Merlin Spitfires XVIs. These gave a lot of trouble
with engines cutting out. A number of sorties had to be
aborted and eventually the Wing was grounded to replace
plugs and revert to 100 octane fuel in place of the 150 octane
that was being used. This cured the problems.
On 24th March 74 took off before dawn and gave top cover to
the troops crossing the Rhine. On the 26th the squadron
escorted Churchill to Northolt again. Operations overall
continued in the same vein as previously.
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Left. A troublesome Packard
Merlin of a Tiger Spitfire LF
XVIE at Schijndel. LAC Evans
and colleagues in attendance.
On 24th March 74 took off
before dawn and gave top cover
to the troops crossing the
Rhine. On the 26th the squadron
escorted Churchill to Northolt
again. On the 16th the squadron
moved to B105 Drope in
Germany
where
Paddy
completed
200
hours
of
operations.

On the 16th the squadron moved to B105 Drope in Germany (below) where Paddy completed 200 hours of
operations.

“At the end of the war I was posted to No 58 OTU at Hawarden. I married in February 1946 and in my
remaining six months with the RAF was posted to three radio schools at Madley on Proctors, St. Athan on
Ansons and Debden, also on Ansons. All very different to my time with 74 post D Day!”

Farewell Postscript. As we go to press I have just heard of the death of Derek Morter on 28th
September. Derek was a Tiger from January 1952 to October 1954 and as a Pilot then Flying Officer with the
squadron flew the Meteor FMk8. Morts 20 years of RAF service was an interestingly varied one, A fuller
appreciation of his career will appear in Tiger News 83. Our thoughts are with his wife Eileen and his family.
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